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Abstract: This paper faces with a critical short term decision: the construction of routes for daily deliveries in 
a distribution network. Typically, for each customer it is possible to have, in function of its requirements and 
demand pattern,  daily deliveries, regular non-daily deliveries (i.e. once a week), and irregular deliveries. In 
these circumstances if daily routing optimization strategy is applied, it is possible that each route keep 
changing. This implies that each driver daily visits different customers, facing with different delivery areas, 
different acceptance procedures, different load-unload facilities, different operators to work with. We define 
the time spent in this kind of activities as “service time” whereas the time for the transportation from a generic 
point A to a generic point B is defined “travel time”. The service time could be reduced if  each driver keeps 
familiarity with the served territories,  for example by making fixed routes. This reduction depend on the level 
of learning-knowledge that each driver has developed during the past visits to the considered customers, 
whose function is explicable using learning curves. The authors investigate the possibility to apply a fixed 
routing strategy instead of a daily routing optimization strategy, analyzing the benefits derived from the driver 
familiarity according to the variability of the customer demand in quantity and frequency and in function of 
the ratio between service time and travel time. In this way the paper aims to provide an effective and flexible 
decision making tool in order to identify, for a considered distribution network, the best routing strategy 
(fixed/daily optimized) to apply considering the level of learning of the route possessed by each driver. 
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1. Introduction and literature review  

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is a significant 
problem in distribution management and it has been 
widely studied by the researchers. The VRP considers a 
single depot and a set of customers with a known 
location. An homogeneous vehicles fleet with limited 
capacity is located in the depot. The objective is to 
minimize the total cost to supply the customers demand. 
The literature on the VRP has dealt with time windows, 
capacity constraints, fleet size and many other practical 
limits. In Beasley (1984) the author classified the vehicle 
routing problem in: 
• Daily routing: where a set of vehicle routes has to be 

developed for a single day’s deliveries; 
• Period routing: where a set of vehicle routes has to be 

developed for a certain period to meet customer 
service level requirements (not all customers requiring 
a delivery every day in the period); 

• Fixed routes: where a set of vehicle routes has to be 
developed so that they can be operated unchanged 
for a given period of time. Due to the demand 
variability, is possible that a vehicle cannot satisfy the 
demand of a customer. Consequently certain recourse 
procedures need to be adapted to deal with route 
failure. 

Most of the studies have focused on the daily routing 
optimisation, which considers daily reoptimization of 
delivery routes as a response tactic to randomly fluctuating 
customer demands. According to Haughton (2002) these 
route reoptimizations involve inefficiencies in the actual 
freight deliveries to customers, due to the highly unstable 
route assigned to the drivers. 
A common phenomenon in practical distribution systems 
is the fact that the same set of customers has to be visited 
every day, and it may even be possible to detect a weekly 
pattern. In these circumstances, some researchers 
investigated the possibility to apply a fixed routing 
strategy, in which a set of routes are designed to be 
operated unchanged over a given period of time.  
Savelsbergh, & Goetschalckx (1995) and Erera et al. 
(2009) observed that the use of fixed routes offers 
numerous advantages: 
• To reduce management costs: it allows to simplify the 

daily planning process and eliminate the need for 
route optimization software and (skilled) personnel to 
effectively use that software.  

• To improve customer service: customers may 
typically be visited at or around the same time each 
day, which allows each customer to adjust its 
processes to accommodate the delivery. 
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• To enhance the drivers’ performance: they familiarize 
themselves with the routes, schedules, and the 
delivery area. Moreover since fixed routes enable the 
same driver to visit the same customers repeatedly, 
drivers establish long-term relationships with 
customer. 

• To increase the efficiency at the depot: since standard 
depot procedures can be developed for loading the 
vehicles. 

These benefits are achieved by reducing the flexibility of 
using the resources (vehicles and drivers), which may 
cause an increase in the delivery cost and distance as 
compared to daily routing.  
This paper compares the fixed routing strategy with the 
daily routing optimization strategy, analyzing the benefits 
derived from the driver familiarity with the served 
territories according to the variability of the customer 
demand, in quantity and frequency, and in function of the 
ratio between service time and travel time. The 
mathematical model used in the daily routing optimization 
strategy is a classical VRP with time window and capacity 
constraints, whereas two alternative models are proposed 
for the fixed routing strategy: both of them are divided in 
two stages. In the first stage, given the demands of each 
customer for a period of D days, an heuristic algorithm is 
applied to construct a set of fixed routes. It minimizes the 
total time considering, in the alternative n. 1, the average 
demand of each customer in the period D, and, in the 
alternative n. 2, the maximum demand of each customer 
in that period. In the second stage the fixed routes are 
imposed for all days, stopping only if the demand is 
positive and taking into consideration the possibility that a 
service failure may occur on a planned route, i.e. the 
vehicle cannot satisfy the demands of the customers at a 
certain point along the route . When a service failure 
happens, it is necessary for the driver to return to the 
depot and then to restart from the next customer on that 
route. 
In literature many studies related to the fixed vehicle 
routing problem a two-stage stochastic optimization 
strategy was proposed, like in Savelsbergh & 
Goetschalckx (1995) and Erera et al. (2009). Erera et al. 
(2009) described a recourse strategy based on the key 
ideas that the customer base placing orders on each 
weekday is partitioned into two subsets, regular 
customers, who place orders frequently on that day and 
thus are included on planned routes, and irregular 
customers, who are served infrequently and are therefore 
only added to operational routes dynamically as necessary. 
In the two phases approach, first, the primary routes are 
constructed, second, given a set of primary routes, a set of 
backup routes is constructed. Gendreau et al. (1995) and 
Jaillet (1998) proposed two stage strategy to solve the  
probabilistic traveling salesman problems (PTSP) where 
customers have independent probabilities of requiring 
service. In the first stage, planned collection route are 
designed. In the second, when the set of present customer 
is known, these route are followed as planned by skipping 
the absent customers. Groër et al. (2009) consider a 
variant of the periodic VRP, that they call the consistent 
VRP. For given D days, the problem combines the 
traditional constraints on vehicle capacity and route length 

with two additional constraints that improve customer 
service quality: each customer must always be visited by 
the same driver; each customer must receive service at 
roughly the same time each day. In the first stage, of the 
proposed heuristic, a set of template routes is generated, 
considering only customers that require service on 
multiple day. In the second stage the routes for all days 
can be constructed from the template using a removal and 
insertion procedure.   
In literature there are also some studies that show how 
standard vehicle routing algorithm can be adapted to deal 
with the daily version of the fixed VRP. Benton and 
Rossetti (1992) consider three alternative ways for 
modeling VRP with uncertain customers demand: 
(1) Fixed routes alternative: keep permanent routes and 
schedules fixed while visiting each location. Stop only if 
the demand is positive.  
(2) Modified-fixed routes alternative: keep permanent 
routes but omit customer locations with zero demand 
from the routes.  
(3) Variable routes alternative: eliminate permanent routes 
and reschedule all routes efficiently in each period. 
While Beasley (1994) consider three heuristic solution 
methods and reported computational results which 
indicated that the procedures proposed were effective in 
designing fixed routes.  
Many articles highlight the importance to assign a fixed 
driver to a set of customers so that the drivers can 
familiarize with the routes, schedules, and the delivery 
area, increasing their performance. In this perspective 
Wong and Beasley (1984) proposed an heuristic algorithm 
to divide the depot area into subarea, where a single 
vehicle is assigned to each subarea and the daily routes are 
designed considering only the customers who require 
delivery on that day. While Haughton (2007) proposes and 
analyzes a rule to guide the daily assignment of delivery 
routes to drivers. This study was based on the idea that 
increasing a driver’s familiarity with the specifics of a 
given customer, not only increases the efficiency with 
which the driver can serve the customer but is also a mark 
of praiseworthy customer service. Zhengbing et al. (2009) 
observe that the individual day-to-day travel choice is an 
adaptive process to various environment factors (such as 
on-road time and fee, road conditions, weather, land use, 
and so on) but a one-time activity. The process also can 
be regarded as a feedback learning process in which the 
traveller makes the conclusion and evaluation to the travel 
experience, continuously learns and modifies the travel 
behaviour. The ability that gets the knowledge and skills 
from experience in cognitive physiology is called learning 
ability. Zhong et al. (2007) investigated the construction 
of routes for local delivery of packages in the presence of 
driver learning. The authors considered the tradeoffs 
between the objective of increasing driver familiarity, 
which tends to make routes or service territories fixed, 
and the objective of optimize vehicle dispatching when 
customer locations and demands vary from day to day, 
which needs to reassign vehicles/drivers and service 
territories each day. 
Compared with the classical VRP the fixed vehicle routing 
problem has not received the same attention from the 
researchers. It seems that no study has been published to 



compare the daily routing optimization strategy with the 
fixed routing strategy considering the benefits of the 
drivers learning. In this situation the aim of the proposed 
paper is to compare the two strategies according to: 
- the variability of the customer demand, in quantity and 
frequency; 
- the ratio between service time and travel time; 
- the drivers learning levels.  
The next section describes the two different routing 
models used in the daily routing optimization strategy and 
the fixed routing strategy, while, the section 3 shows the 
results of the simulation analysis and compares the two 
strategy’s outcomes. Our conclusions wrap up the study in 
section 4. 

2. Routing model: fixed routing versus daily 
optimization  routing strategy 

This paragraph describes and compares the routing 
models used in the fixed routing strategy and in daily 
routing optimization strategy. In both of them it is shown: 

 a single depot, indicated with 0; 

 a set of customers, C, with a known location;  

 a homogeneous vehicles fleet with limited 
capacity Q;.  

Considering a period D of 30 days: 

 the demand of the customer i for the day d is 
indicated as qid; 

 the time window for the customer i is indicated 
as ei, earliest start time, and as li, latest finish time; 

 the service time s is considered equal for all 
customers. 

2.1 Daily routing optimization strategy 

In the routing model used in the daily optimization 
strategy every day d the routes are redesigned considering 
the actual demand of each customer in that day. The 
objective of the model is to minimize the total time taking 
into account the capacity constraints. Considering the 
routing time from i to j as the maximum between the sum 
of service time and travel time and the time window as  

R_Tij = max{TTij+ST ; ei}  (1) 

With: 

TTij: travel time from i to j (i, j ∈ C+0); 
ST: service time. 

The total time Tot-T can be calculated as the sum of all 
routing times R_Tij, from i to j  

𝑇𝑜𝑡 − 𝑇 =   𝑅_𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑗∈𝐶+0𝑖∈𝐶+0
 (2) 

2.2 Fixed routing strategy 

For the fixed routing strategy two alternative routing 
models are proposed: both of them are divided in two 
stages. In the alternative n. 1, the first stage considers the 
average demand of the period D for each customer. The 
objective and the constraints are the same of the model 
used in the daily optimization strategy, but in the fixed 
strategy template routes are designed to satisfy the mean 

customer demand. In the second stage template routes are 
used every day the as fixed routes. Each driver through 
the same routes every day, visiting the same set of 
customers and stopping only if the demand is positive. If 
a service failure occurs on a planned route, i.e. the vehicle 
cannot satisfy the demands of the customers at a certain 
point along the route,  the driver must return to the depot 
and then to restart from the next customer along the 
route.  
In the alternative n. 2, the routing model is the same of 
the alternative n. 1, but in this case it is considered the 
maximum demand of each customer of the period D. 
In the fixed routing strategy the possibility for the driver 
to go the same routes every day allows him to familiarize 
with the served territory and the customers and 
consequently to reduce the service time. 

3. Parametrical analysis  

This section describes the parameters used to compare 
three different models: 

 the daily optimization strategy; 

 the fixed routing strategy with demand calculated as 
average demand in the period (alternative n. 1); 

 the fixed routing strategy with demand calculated as 
maximum demand in the period (alternative n. 2). 

The numerical  analysis has been developed using Matlab 
SW. The demand qid has been generated using a normal 
distribution, with mean µ and standard deviation σ. 
During the simulation the following parameters have been 
changed for all the three routing models: 

 CV: coefficient of variation, that is the ratio between 
the standard deviation σ and the mean µ of the 
customer demand; 

 FREQUENCY: that is the regularity of the customer 
demand, i.e. it is the ratio between the number of 
days with customer demand different from zero and 
the number of days in the period D; 

 ST/TT: that is the ratio between the service time and 
the travel time; 

 ST(L)/ST: that is the ratio between the service time 
with driver learning and the standard service time; 

In order to compare in a simpler way the results, all the 
parameters of the  analysis are normalized on 100 base.  In 
the same way Tot-T values have been normalized respect 
the maximum value of Tot-T obtained during the 
simulation.  
Table 1 reports the design of the simulation showing the  
different values taken by the parameters. 

Parameters Values (%) 

CV 10, 20, 30 

FREQUENCY:  60, 80, 100 

ST/TT 45, 75, 100 

ST(L)/ST 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 

Table 1.: Parameters values 

Table 2 reports an extract of the results obtained in the 
simulation.



 

Table 2: An extract of the simulation results  

Figure 1 shows the ANOVA analysis of the different 
factors (CV, FREQUENCY, ST/TT, ST(L)/ST) versus 
Tot-T/Max for the main effect plot identification. Figure 
2 shows the pareto chart of the standardized effect on 
Tot-T/Max. As highlighted by the figure 1 and 2 CV and 
FREQUENCY do not have a relevant impact in the Tot-
T/Max respect the other parameters. It means that the 
system is robust respect the demand variation. On the 
other hand the influence of the ratio service time-travel 
time ST/TT on the Tot-T/Max is great, as well the 
influence of the ratio between the service time with driver 
learning and the standard service time ST(L)/ST.  This 
result is significant.  
Firstly it proves that in the routing problem the ST is a 
critical factor. Secondly it demonstrates that if, with a 
certain learning effect due to the use of fixed routes, it is 
possible to reduce significantly the service time SL, 
probably the drivers performances are better. This second 
result enhances the relevance of this study. 
Moreover, looking at the influence of ST(L)/ST  (the ratio 
between the service time with driver learning and the 
standard service time) it is possible to see an almost linear 
correlation between the learning effect on ST and the Tot-
T/Max. With a learning effect on ST with a 50% off it is 
possible to obtain an average reduction of Tot-T/Max of 
10%.  
Figures 3-8 report the comparison between the fixed 
routing strategy ( both alternative n. 1 and n. 2) versus the 

daily optimization strategy. The  CV parameter has been 
kept fixed to 30% (its maximum value in the simulation) 
because, as per figure 2, it is the least influencing factor on 
Tot-T/Max. 
Firstly it is clear how the low regularity of the customer 
demand influences more negatively the fixed than the 
daily routing strategy. 
If we compare the fixed routing strategy in the worst case 
(alternative n. 2, maximum demand on the period D 
considered for each customer) versus the daily 
optimization routing strategy it is evident how in case of 
high ST (ST/TT=100%) (figure 4) a little reduction of ST, 
due to the learning effect  of the drivers, (for example 
20%) permits to achieve better results, even with low 
regularity of the customer demand. Looking at figure 6 it 
is clear how in case of ST/TT=75% it is necessary at least 
a reduction of 40% of ST, in order to obtain better results 
for fixed routing strategy even with low regularity of the 
customer demand.  
On the contrary, figure 8 shows that in case of 
ST/TT=45%  the daily routing optimization strategy is 
always better than the fixed routing strategy. 
The figures 3, 5, 7 confirm that the alternative n. 1, which 
considers the mean customer demand in the fixed routing 
strategy, is in general better than the daily optimization 
routing strategy.    

 

 

  

Figure 1:Main Effects Plot of Tot-T/MAX (%)  Figure 2: Pareto Chart of the Standardized Effects 

CV (%) FREQUENCY (%) ST/TT (%) ST(L)/ST (%) DAILY/FIXED MAX/MEAN TOT-T/MAX (%) TOT-T

10 100 45 50 F MAX 59 1508.39

10 100 45 50 F MEAN 61 1559.41

20 100 45 50 F MAX 60 1553.12

20 100 45 50 F MEAN 61 1580.18

30 100 45 50 F MAX 64 1650.11

10 80 45 D D D 60 1541.79

20 80 45 D D D 60 1541.14

30 80 45 D D D 60 1541.58

10 60 45 D D D 59 1525.96

20 60 45 D D D 59 1524.48
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Fig. 3: Fixed strategy,alt n.1, vs daily strategy,ST/TT=100% Fig. 4: Fixed strategy,alt n.2, vs daily strategy,ST/TT=100%

Fig. 5: Fixed strategy, alt n.1, vs daily strategy,ST/TT=75% Fig. 6: Fixed strategy,alt n.2, vs daily strategy,ST/TT=75%

 

Fig. 7: Fixed strategy, alt n.1, vs daily strategy,ST/TT=45% Fig. 8: Fixed strategy, alt n.2, vs daily strategy,ST/TT=45% 



4. Conclusion and further research. 

This paper faces with a critical short term decision: the 
construction of routes for daily deliveries in a distribution 
network comparing daily optimization versus fixed 
routing strategy. The authors investigate the possibility to 
apply a fixed routing strategy instead of a daily routing 
optimization strategy, analyzing the benefits derived from 
the driver familiarity according to the variability of the 
customer demand in quantity and frequency and in 
function of the ratio between service time and travel time. 
From the results obtained by a simulative study authors 
demonstrate that: 

1- The strategy of fixed routes can be better than 
the daily optimized one; 

2- The factors that mostly influence the final results 
are connected to the service time: both ST/TT 
and ST(L)/ST have a relevant influence on the 
Tot-T/Max, while CV and FREQUENCY 
slightly affect the Tot-T; 

3- The frequency of the customer demand 
influences more the fixed strategy than the daily; 

4- In the alternative n. 2 of the fixed routing 
strategy it is necessary at least 20% of reduction 
of ST, in case of ST/TT=100% and a reduction 
of 40% of ST, in case of ST/TT=75%, so that 
the fixed route strategy is better than the daily. 
On the contrary, in case of ST/TT=45% the 
fixed route strategy is never better than the daily. 

5- From these results it is evident that the fixed 
routing strategy can be used only in those cases 
where the service time has a high incidence, such 
as routing in town whit high density of 
customers and in the last level of the supply 
chain.  

In the future research it is important to study which are 
the relevant learning parameters (i.e. number of 
repetitions, type of learning slope) necessary to reach the 
levels of ST(L)/ST which improve the fixed strategy. 

It is also important to apply a fixed routing strategy to a 
case study in order to analyze the learning parameters and 
the consequent effect of the ST(L)/ST on the Tot-T.  
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